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Who We Are 

Qnum Analytics is a bulk inventory management solutions provider. The business currently operates 
primarily in Sub-Saharan Africa with head office located in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Originally the business was geared towards providing consulting and advisory services to manufacturers 
and distributers of dry bulk inventory. Over time the team comprising cross-functional expertise in data 
science, industrial, and finance observed a recurring pain point in the accurate accounting of bulk 
inventory. The financial penalties and write-offs were a constant feature in all the client environments. 

It is then that an inquiry into the traditional stock accounting practices was initiated. The results were 
unexpected. The traditional stock accounting practices which involve silo dipping, bulk stock surveying, 
bag counting, and ERP system theoretical inventory tracking all had some error margins which were 
contributing towards the miscalculation of variances. 

The team identified an opportunity to develop solutions that would assist in verifying all inventory 
movements and measured levels. The team intended to bring a fundamental disruption to the manner in 
which inventory was being managed in the manufacturing and distribution sector. 
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Vision 

Becoming a globally recognised provider of inventory management solutions in the dry bulk manufacturing 
and distribution sector.

Reduction in inventory variances

Elevated understanding of optimal stockholding levels

Achieving near real-time visibility of stock level and movements

Isolating the root cause of inventory discrepancies to drive continues improvement

Performance management capability which encompasses people. process, and technology

Mission 

Practically apply disruptive technology and approaches to ensure clients have better control of inventory, 
resulting in the following key outcomes:
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Chemicals Industry 

Glass Industry

Mining Industry 

Agro-processing Industry

Who are they?

Silo storage

Heavy bag handling 

Open-cast mining 

Our Market

How do they handle the dry bulk commodity?

Inventory variances

       o High shrinkage expense on the income statement

       o Inability to verify inventory figures provided by external auditor

Inventory visibility

       o ERP system not able to track the internal material movements which affects inventory 
             level accuracy

       o Limited data controls on the ground compromising the reported inventory figures

Inventory level management

       o Measuring techniques that have intrinsic error margins

       o Limited visibility of inventory level which negatively impacts 
             demand and replenishment planning

What pressing inventory problems do they have?
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Our Value Proposition – 
We accurately verify all 
inventory movements*

The foundational elements of the Qnum Analytics value proposition are 
outlined below:

Employing cutting edge cloud-based technology

          •    Highest level of data security
          •    Lower installation and maintenance costs due to less physical on-site infrastructure
          •    Quicker implementation time leading to faster realisation of client benefits
          •    Reliable solution up-time minimising operational disruption

Ability to accurately account for all the stock movements at the plant

          •    Empowering ground staff to capture all movements
          •    Embedding procedural and technical solution controls to ensure data integrity

Ability to validate accuracy of stock level measurement 

          •    Validate the scientific soundness of the methods applied 
          •    Validate the reliability of readings sourced from bulk stock measuring equipment
          •    Ensure procedural adherence in stock level measurement

Reporting aligned to the organisation’s operational cycle

          •    Customise cut-off times in the solution
          •    Reports generated at a click of a button

Ability to determine the root cause of stock reporting discrepancies

          •    In-transit 
          •    Measuring method or equipment inaccuracy
          •    User capturing errors

Ability to manage performance of staff across multiple  variables required 
by the business

          •    By individual
          •    By shift
          •    Turnaround times
          •    Total sales
          •    Variance
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What Causes the Write-Offs? 

Problem focus

Solution value

1.    ERP systems which have a limited capacity to track internal product movements limiting 
      accuracy of reported inventory level

2.   Inventory level measurement techniques that have a margin of error which make it difficult 
      to get consistency in reporting

3.   Conversion error induced by physical stock counting methods that rely on an underlying 
      assumption e.g. 1 bag = 1 ton  

Inconsistencies in the methods used to account for physical and theoretical inventory induce reporting 
variances.

The following operational dynamics aspects give rise to the inconsistencies when organisations rely on 
tradition inventory management techniques to report on the inventory position:

Unnecessary inventory write-offs that result in significant financial losses for dry bulk 
product manufacturers and distributers. 

The Operational Intelligence (OI) Solution is an Enterprise SaaS product which 
aligns the methods used to account for physical and theoretical inventory – 
comparing Apples with Apples.

The OI Solution stores inventory information in auditable chunks, which means it 
can be easily validated.

Our Solutions

The Operational Intelligence (OI) Solution is an Enterprise SaaS product developed by Q-num Analytics 
geared towards empowering clients to reduce stock reporting inaccuracies which may result in financial 
losses being incurred. 

Qnum Analytics delivers this software as an audit solution which verifies the all material movements at an 
operation to elevate our client’s ability to accurately account for inventory. 
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Case study

IThe Qnum Analytics team conducted a week-long trial of the solution at 
a natural sodium product distributer.

The distributer sources it’s raw product from a parent manufacturer based in 
Botswana. The purpose of the trial was to demonstrate the following:

In-transit variance impact – variance caused either by losses incurred in-transit or variances 
caused by the different inventory measurement methods employed at the different plants

Bag counting method variance – variance caused by an underlying assumption that bags 
are filled to the correct weight i.e. product in a 1-ton bag weighs exactly 1-ton

The trial focused on tracking the material movement of 2 products distributed by Botash SA namely 
B1000W (1-ton bags) and B000W (bulk product).

Outcomes

Bag Counting Method Variance (B1000W)

Theoretical 
Movement Model

Total Tons 
(ERP System)

Total Count 
Equivalent

Count-to-
Tonnage

Variance

-Dispatch -271.5 -229 42.5

+Receipts 0 0 0

+Overcarriage 271.50 229 42.5

Notes

•    There were no bags on-site at the beginning of the second 
    week of the trial

•    This allowed us to track the count and tonnage equivalent 
    of all movements

•   A variance of 42.5 tons was observed, this amounts to 

    R148750 worth of stock that  wouldn’t have been 
    accounted for with the current operational practices

 Train Transit    
 Variance

 - B000W

36.9 Tons   R129 150

Truck Transi
Variance
- B1000W

1.26 Tons R4 410

Transit Variance 

(B000W and B000W)

Notes

•    A key observation for the bag receipts 
     is that the bag count is equivalent to the 
     manufacturer weight

•    This implies that the trucks dispatched 
      from the manufacturing plant might not be 
     weighed and instead the count of bags is 
     used to calculate the tonnage

•    This results in a cumulative variance being 
     incurred of the period of the financial year



How We Deliver Value

Creating the means by which to collect all operational inventory movement data

Ensuring that all data collected can be verified independently

Provide a Data Audit Service which ensures the accurate accounting of all material 

movements at the operation

Enable ease of external audit of inventory information

Responsiveness and credibility in reporting

The way Qnum Analytics builds up client inventory management practices to the point 

of being AUDIT-PROOF is detailed in the following key steps.
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The Team – Speciality Capacity

Data Science – Creative use of data to develop disruptive technology

Industrial Engineering – Specialist understanding of industrial value chains, 
processes, and detailed  operational dynamics to develop solutions that are 
tailored for our target clients

Physics – Technical expertise in dry bulk product material properties which 
assists in further accuracy in the  measurement and tracking of the inventory

Finance – A keen understanding on the financial reporting practices, standards, 
and regulations for the management of dry bulk inventory

The Qnum Analytics team was formed with the core intent of specialising in accounting 

for inventory in the dry bulk manufacturing and distribution sector.

The illustration below briefly outlines foundational skillsets which underpin the delivery 

capacity of Qnum Analytics.
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Contact US

Unit 1, Pendoring Office Park, 
299 Pendoring Road, Blackheath, 
Johannesburg, 2195, South Africa

011-589-5876

+2773-814-7371

Info@qnum.co.za

www.qnum.co.za


